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Change is hard. It’s also stressful. Studies show that even making positive changes is stressful.

The way to get around that difficulty and stress is to make really small changes.Getting

organized can be a huge, overwhelming project. Maybe you don’t know where to start. Or how

to keep going. Or you can’t find the time for such an undertaking. The problem is that you’re

looking at the entire project and trying to grab onto it when you should be taking little bites.My

book, 52 Simple Ways to Get Organized, is a smorgasbord of little bites. Fifty two common

organizing challenges are simply described, along with an action you can take right now to

overcome it. You can go through the book from beginning to end, or you can dip into it

anywhere, read a few paragraphs and get an instantly do-able tip. Or scan through the table of

contents for the topic you need some help with.



52 Simple Ways to Get Organizedby Claire Tompkins© 2016 Claire TompkinsAll rights

reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmittedin any form or by any means

without written permission from the author.Exceptions are made for brief, attributed excerpts

used in published reviews.Second edition.Visit me online!IntroductionWhy do you need this

book? This book is about getting organized,sure, but it’s also about changing habits. Changing

habits is simple, like the title says, but not necessarily easy. The hard part is not learning a

technique, because all the techniques I offer in the book are straight-forward.The hard part is

getting your mind around behaving in a different way than you did before. It’s noticing the little

things you do that make it harder on yourself to get and stay organized.What will you get out of

this book?You’ll get more time. Time to spend the way you want toYou’ll be in control of your

environmentYour life will be simplerYou’ll save money. No more replacing lost itemsYou’ll be

prepared for the unexpected. Because it’s goingto happen!You’ll experience zen-like calm

because you can lay your hands on what you need, when you need itI don’t want to load you

up on reading material. I want you to take action. That’s why this book is short. Each chapter

introduces a common organizing problem, based on my experiences with my clients, and gives

you a practical action step that you can take right away.Too many of my clients have a shelf full

of organizing books (good books!) that they haven’t read. Reading an entire book is a

commitment, for one thing. And learning about why you’re disorganized can be interesting, but

doesn’t necessarily help you change it. This book is all about action.Getting organized can be

overwhelming. It’s hard to know where to start if you want to change everything! My book gives

you bite-sized pieces of information and those valuable action steps. You can dip into it

anywhere, read a few paragraphs and get an instantly do-able tip. It’s an ebook, so you can

search for the problem you’re having right now and find the solution.Use the tips to build and

reinforce your new habits. This takes time and you may need to read them and do them over

and over before they stick. But you can get started today.CONTENTSSection 1: PaperSimple

Way #1: What to do about pilesSimple Way #2: Make filing easierSimple Way #3: “All you can

read” buffetSimple Way #4: Don’t hoard your shreddingSimple Way #5: Don’t hoard

informationSimple Way #6: Jot it downSection 2: StuffSimple Way #7: Give it to someone who

needs itSimple Way #8: The 10 minute tidy upSimple Way #9: Where does it go?Simple Way

#10: But it was a gift!Simple Way #11: Stick to the listSimple Way #12: Stores are for storing

thingsSimple Way #13: Select a spotSimple Way #14: It’s gotta fitSection 3: OfficeSimple Way

#15: One inbox to rule them allSimple Way #16: Make it less boringSimple Way #17: Your

home office doesn’t have to be an “office”Simple Way #18: The best way to purge your email

inboxSimple Way #19: You must back up your computerSimple Way #20: Close up shopSimple

Way #21: Baby StepsSection 4: TimeSimple Way #22: Knock that task out quickSimple Way

#23: The to do list that gets doneSimple Way #24: Make your tasks into a card gameSimple

Way #25: Use a timer to overcome resistanceSimple Way #26: How much time do you really

have?Simple Way #27: Have work, will travelSimple Way #28: Make a “not to do” listSimple

Way #29: Make it to the finish lineSimple Way #30: Time is shortSimple Way #31: Make the

most of your productive timeSection 5: Decision MakingSimple Way #32: Pump your decision

making musclesSimple Way #33: Make decisions, then take actionSimple Way #34: Options

are illusionsSimple Way #35: Boss hat/employee hatSimple Way #36: What’s the worst case

scenario?Simple Way #37: Decide to decideSection 6: MindsetSimple Way #38: Done is better

than perfectSimple Way #39: Focus on todaySimple Way #40: Organizing is a journeySimple

Way #41: Stay focused on youSimple Way #42: You get to chooseSection 7: StrategiesSimple



Way #43: Give uncluttery giftsSimple Way #44: Tidy up as a meditationSimple Way #45: How

to drown out distractionsSimple Way #46: Take a fresh lookSimple Way #47: Little things have

a big impactSimple Way #48: Forget about trying to rememberSimple Way #49: Time

travelSimple Way #50: Start somewhereSimple Way #51: Work backwardsSimple Way #52:

Piggyback new habitsSimple Way #1:What to do about pilesFeeling overwhelmed by those

piles of paper everywhere? It can be a challenge to figure out how to tackle them. Piles are

natural. Sometimes you need more information or more time before you can take action.My

suggestion: start at the bottom of the pile. The stuff on the bottom is older and by now most of

it is irrelevant. Isn’t that handy?It’s usually much easier to make a decision about something

that’s been hanging around for a long time. Sometimes the decision gets made for you

because you’ve missed a deadline or an offer. Sometimes you’re just not interested anymore

so the energy has gone out of it. Just say goodbye and toss it.Right now:Go find a pile, pull out

the bottom piece of paper and see if you can get rid of it. If not, put it where it belongs. If for

some reason you can’t do that right now, at least stick a Post-It on there telling you where to

put it.Simple Way #2:Make filing easierDon’t sort paper unnecessarily. For instance, If you do

not claim bills on your taxes, don’t waste time filing them into separate folders for electricity,

phone, garbage, etc.In the unlikely event you need to look at an old bill, you’ll have to thumb

through a large bill folder. But that will take you less time than filing each one individually every

month.When you do need to look at those old bills, you’ll know where to go; that one folder. As

soon as you finish paying bills, file them.When people have a folder for each company, they

often put off the filing and stack them somewhere for later, which means they often can’t find

them when they need them. If you do this, it’s a sign that you’re filing system doesn’t

work.Right now:Label a new folder “Paid Bills.” Find those unsorted, paid statements on your

desk and put them in there.Simple Way #3:“All you can read” buffetReading material

constitutes a lot of the paper that people struggle with. If you get two daily newspapers, a few

weekly magazines and 5-6 monthly publications, your reading pile gets high very

quickly.Clipping articles for later is a good strategy, but it’s also time consuming and

recommended only for important information you can’t get elsewhere or will use

immediately.Keep your paper stacks under control by making sure you allow time to read all

that you subscribe to and when you can’t, that you get rid of back issues to make room for the

new ones.This requires being honest about how much time you can and will devote to reading.

Newspapers and news magazines should be the first to go because they become obsolete so

quickly.Right Now:If you still have yesterday’s newspaper or last week’s magazines, put them in

the recycling now.Simple Way #4:Don’t hoard your shreddingAlmost every day you get mail

that’s got sensitive information in it that should be shredded. Don’t stack it up somewhere to

shred later! Shred it right away.If you don’t, you end up with two or three shopping bags full.

That’s a lot! Even good shredders aren’t that fast. And it’ll be too loud for you to watch TV while

you shred.Get a quality shredder (one that won’t jam or freak out over staples) and put it where

you usually sort mail and paper. Then you can shred as you go.What you shred depends on

your personal comfort level. Some people like to shred anything with their name and address

on it, but that’s a lot of work and will not do much to protect your identity.The important items to

shred are ones with your signature, social security number or any account number (this

includes credit card offers). Additionally, anything with legal or medical information about you

should be shredded.Right now:If you haven’t gone through today’s mail, look at it now and see

if you can find something that needs shredding. Then shred it!
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Easy to read and to the point. It gives you ideas on ways to do things. It

really touches on all things that go into being organized.”

Jennifer, “Simple and effective. A very user friendly guide to start getting organized in many

areas! Practical advice and action steps are mentioned to get you started now!! Can’t wait to

put these 52 ways into action!!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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